GE Healthcare:
Enabling Precision Health with Edison AI Services

Your Digital Framework for a Connected Ecosystem

DATA

The currency of the 21st century
Robust data collection feeding complex AI algorithms

- Data Generated: 50PB per Hospital
- Unique Data Elements: 26 per Patient
- EMR: 90% of Hospitals are Connected

ALGORITHMS

Domain brings meaning to data
Algorithms enabling dynamic AI discoveries, applications and partnerships

- Patents: 50 Deep Learning, 400 Machine Learning
- Experience: 100 Advanced Visualization Solutions
- Partners: 20+ Academic Institutions

EDISON AI SERVICES

Achieve speed & scale
Optimizing healthcare-focused deep learning models

- Build: Solving the challenge of the first mile and following it to its conclusion
- Deploy: Meeting clinical needs through insights, guidance and feedback
- Consume: Delivering precision health that’s achievable and scalable across the board
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